Oscillatory Flow Modulates Mechanosensitive klf2a Expression through trpv4 and trpp2 during Heart Valve Development.
In vertebrates, heart pumping is required for cardiac morphogenesis and altering myocardial contractility leads to abnormal intracardiac flow forces and valve defects. Among the different mechanical cues generated in the developing heart, oscillatory flow has been proposed to be an essential factor in instructing endocardial cell fate toward valvulogenesis and leads to the expression of klf2a, a known atheroprotective transcription factor. To date, the mechanism by which flow forces are sensed by endocardial cells is not well understood. At the onset of valve formation, oscillatory flows alter the spectrum of the generated wall shear stress (WSS), a key mechanical input sensed by endothelial cells. Here, we establish that mechanosensitive channels are activated in response to oscillatory flow and directly affect valvulogenesis by modulating the endocardial cell response. By combining live imaging and mathematical modeling, we quantify the oscillatory content of the WSS during valve development and demonstrate it sets the endocardial cell response to flow. Furthermore, we show that an endocardial calcium response and the flow-responsive klf2a promoter are modulated by the oscillatory flow through Trpv4, a mechanosensitive ion channel specifically expressed in the endocardium during heart valve development. We made similar observations for Trpp2, a known Trpv4 partner, and show that both the absence of Trpv4 or Trpp2 leads to valve defects. This work identifies a major mechanotransduction pathway involved during valve formation in vertebrates.